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Abstract
The role generic relationship for conceptual modeling relates a class of objects (e.g., persons) and classes of roles (e.g.,
students, employees) for those objects. The role relationship is meant to capture dynamic aspects of real-world objects
while the usual generalization relationship deals with their more static aspects. Therefore, to take into account both
static and dynamic aspects, object languages and systems must somehow support both relationships. This paper
presents a generic role model where the semantics of roles is deﬁned at both the class and the instance levels. It discusses
the interaction between the role relationship and generalization, and it attempts to clarify some of their similarities and
differences. The introduction of roles as an abstraction mechanism in the overall software development lifecycle is
reviewed. The paper then proposes a comprehensive implementation for the role relationship, with the help of a
metaclass mechanism. Our implementation is illustrated along the lines of the VODAK modeling language. Thus, the
semantics of our role model is implemented in a metaclass that is a template to be instantiated in applications.
Application classes are then created as instances of the metaclass and they are thereby endowed with structure and
behavior consistent with the semantics of roles.
r 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Object models represent real-world applications
as a collection of objects and classes. Objects
represent real-world entities while classes represent
sets of similar objects. The classification/instantia$
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tion relationship relates a class to its instances.
Classes are organized in generalization/specialization hierarchies where subclasses inherit structure
and behavior from superclasses.
Most object models assume that an object
cannot be a direct instance of more than one class
at the same time (in the presence of generalization,
the object is also an indirect instance of all the
superclasses of its class) and that an object cannot
change its class. Those assumptions are not well
suited to modeling dynamic situations from the
real world. Consider class Person specialized into
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classes Student and Employee. If John is created
as an instance of Student, it also becomes an
instance of Person. But John cannot be created as
an instance of Person and later become in
addition an instance of Student. Neither can
student John change its class to become, say, an
employee.
To represent persons that are both students and
employees, some models allow multiple inheritance
with intersection classes. For our example above,
an intersection class StudentEmployee would be
created as a subclass of both Student and Employee. Multiple inheritance may lead to combinatorial explosion in the number of classes. In fact, in
the specialization of Person into Student (S),
Alumnus (A), and Employee (E), it would be
necessary to create four subclasses (S-A, S-E,
A-E, S-A-E) in order to cover all possible
cases. Obviously, this can lead to undesirable
complexity. In addition, an instance of StudentEmployee cannot be viewed as only a student or
only an employee, as all properties of both
Student and Employee are inherited in StudentEmployee through generalization. Such a context-dependent access is not supported by
generalization [1].
An alternative solution in some models is to
allow overlapping generalizations where subclasses
Student and Employee may share instances,
leading to multiple classification [2], the possibility
for an object to be a direct instance of more
than one class. Although multiple classiﬁcation
avoids the combinatorial explosion caused by
multiple inheritance, it does not allow a context-dependent access to objects: an object
gathers all the properties of the classes to which
it belongs.
Another problem pointed out in, e.g., [1,3–5] is
the impossibility of representing the same realworld object as more than one instance of the same
class. For example, assume John is a student at
two universities, say ULB and UCL, with, in each
of them, a student number and a registration in a
number of courses. A possible model of such a
situation requires three classes: two subclasses
ULB Students and UCL Students of Student,
and an intersection class ULB UCL Students
as a subclass of both ULB Students and

UCL Students. Such a solution is heavy and
impractical.
The role relationship [1,4–9] was proposed as a
way to overcome the above limitations of classical
object models. It captures evolutionary aspects of
real-world objects that cannot be easily modeled
by the generalization relationship nor by timevarying attribute values.
This paper ﬁrst presents a role model that builds
upon existing models and proposes a comprehensive implementation, based on the metaclass
mechanism. The metaclass approach has already
been used to formalize [10–12] and to implement
[1,13–15] other generic relationships such as
aggregation and materialization.
In an object model, classes describe the
structure and behavior of their instances with
attributes (or instance variables) and methods,
respectively. The link between metaclasses and
classes is similar to that between classes and their
instances: metaclasses describe the structure and
behavior of classes with class variables and
methods.
Metaclasses allow to capture the structure and
behavior associated with a generic relationship R
independently of speciﬁc application classes participating in the relationship [16]. One possibility is
to deﬁne the semantics of R once and for all in a
metaclass R-Metaclass and, for any speciﬁc
realization of R between application classes C1
and C2, to deﬁne both C1 and C2 as instances of
R-Metaclass. Methods inherited from R-Metaclass allow for deﬁning and querying relationship
R between C1 and C2, for creating and deleting
instances of C1 and C2, and so on. From a
modeling point of view, the metaclass mechanism
thus extends the object model with a new relationship R, allowing users to better represent application semantics.
The semantics of most relationships R concerns
both classes and instances of these classes. Consequently, a single metaclass representing the comprehensive semantics of R must be able to deal
with both the class and the instance levels in a
coordinated manner. Thus, it is natural to describe
the semantics of R at both levels [14,17]: an
instance type provides structure and behavior for
the instances of the metaclass (which are classes)
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and an instance-instance type provides structure
and behavior for the instances of the instances of
the metaclass.
This paper follows such an approach for
implementing the role relationship. A metaclass
ObjectRoleClass captures the generic semantics of
object classes and role classes participating in role
relationships. At the class level, the metaclass
endows application classes (e.g., Person, Student,
and Employee) with the means for deﬁning
and querying the role relationships existing
among them; it also allows them to create and
delete instances according to the semantics of the
role relationship. At the instance level, the
ObjectRoleClass metaclass provides the instances
of its instances with structure and methods
for establishing, deleting, and querying role connections.
The objectives of the research reported in this
paper can be summarized as follows:
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

survey models supporting roles;
deﬁne a more general role model taking
advantage of existing models and supporting
new features;
clarify similarities and differences about the
semantics of roles and generalizations;
describe the semantics of roles at both class and
instance levels;
specify legal combinations of roles for an
object;
specify conditions on how objects may or must
evolve by gaining and/or losing roles;
illustrate the relevance of the concepts introduced by a metaclass implementation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a detailed semantics for our role
model. Section 3 presents roles in the context of
the software development lifecycle. Section 4
presents the metaclass mechanism and introduces
the facilities required of the target system for
supporting our implementation of roles. Section 5
presents in detail the metaclass implementation of
our role model along the lines of the VODAK
modeling language and compares it to other
implementation approaches. Section 6 summarizes
and concludes the paper.
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2. Our role model
This section presents our role model. It is based
upon several models proposed in the literature.
Section 2.1 presents the general structure of the role
relationship. Section 2.2 addresses some issues about
object identity and role identity. Section 2.3 explores
similarities and differences between the role and
generalization relationships. Section 2.4 introduces
two concepts for role-control speciﬁcation: meaningful combinations of role classes, used for monitoring membership in various role classes, and transition
predicates, used to specify when objects may evolve
by gaining and/or losing roles. Section 2.5 summarizes the class- and instance-level semantics of our
role relationship. Section 2.6 discusses related work
and suggests criteria to account for the variety of
approaches for role modeling.
2.1. General structure
The role relationship (of pattern Object
Class3’RoleClass) relates a class, called object
class,1 and another class, called role class, that
describes dynamic roles for the object class. Fig. 1
shows two role relationships relating the object
class Person to role classes Student and Employee. Class Person has three attributes: name,
address, and phone. Class Student has four
role-speciﬁc attributes: univ, stud#, major, and
courses, a multivalued attribute. Similarly, class
Employee has four attributes: depart, emp#,
function, and salary.
As for notations, we draw classes as rectangular
boxes and instances as boxes with rounded
corners. Classiﬁcation links appear as dashed
arrows and generalization links as solid arrows.
Role relationships at the class level are drawn as
solid oriented links with a circle on the side of the
object class. Role links at the instance level are
drawn as dashed oriented links with a circle on the
side of the object instance.
We say that instances of the object class gain
roles (also that they play roles), which are
1

The object class of a role relationship has been called in the
literature root type, base class, player class, base role, natural
type, or role model.
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Person
name: String
address: String
phone: Integer

Student
univ: String
stud#: Integer
major: String
courses: {String}

Employee
depart: String
emp#: String
function: String
salary: Integer

Fig. 1. Examples of role relationship.

instances of the role class. The object class deﬁnes
permanent properties of objects over their lifetime,
while each role class deﬁnes some of their transient
properties. When the context is clear, instances of
object classes will be called objects while instances
of role classes will be called roles.
The role concept addresses three main issues
arising when modeling evolving entities with
traditional object models:
(1) Dynamic change of class, i.e., objects changing
their classiﬁcation. For example, upon graduation, a person ceases to be a student and
becomes an alumnus. Two different cases
arise depending on whether or not the object
undergoing the transition is preserved as an
instance of the source class. An extension
describes the case where the object remains an
instance of the source class. Otherwise, the
transition is called an evolution.
(2) Multiple instantiation of the same class, i.e., an
object becoming an instance more than once
of the same class, while losing or retaining its
previous membership. For example, a student
may be registered in two different universities.
(3) Context-dependent access, i.e., the ability to
view a multi-faceted object in a particular
perspective. For example, person John can be
viewed separately either as an employee or as
a student.
A role can be viewed as a possible state for an
object. However, new states of an object that result
from changes of its attribute values should not

necessarily be modeled as roles. The basic idea is
that roles concern new responsibilities, facets, or
aspects. For example, a salary raise could be
naturally modeled as the change of an attribute
value, while an employee becoming member of a
golf club could be naturally modeled as a new role
for the employee.
Notice that, in the entity-relationship (ER)
model, a notion of role is associated with relationships: an entity involved in a relationship is said to
play a role. Most often those roles are little more
than an alternative name for the relationship,
emphasizing the viewpoint of one participating
entity. Some differences between the concept of
role in the ER model and that of a generic role
relationship are discussed in [9]. A role class R
related to an object class O (i.e., R-3O) is
expressed in the ER model by making the object
class O participate in a speciﬁc relationship
representing the role class R: For example, the
intuition behind the roles of Fig. 1 is that persons
may play roles of students registered in some
universities and may play roles of employees
working in some departments. Thus, in the
ER model, this can be modeled as classes
Student and Employee participating in
registers
relationships
Student FFF University
and
works
Employee FF Department; respectively. Of
course, the semantics underlying the role relationship cannot be captured by the role concept of the
ER model.
As already said, object classes are used to
represent static properties of objects while role
classes are used for modeling their evolutionary
aspects. A nonevolving entity is represented as a
permanent and exclusive instance of a class (e.g.,
John as instance of Male if persons are classiﬁed
according to their sex). An evolving entity, in
addition to being a permanent and exclusive
instance of an object class, is represented by a set
of instances of role classes. When an entity
acquires a new role, a new instance of the
appropriate role class is created; if it abandons a
role, the corresponding role instance is deleted.
Fig. 2 shows some instances of the schema of
Fig. 1. It shows how persons may evolve by
gaining and/or losing roles. In Fig. 2(a), John p
is created as instance of Person. Fig. 2(b) shows
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Person
Person
John_p

John_p
name=John
address=LLN
phone=304050

(c)

Person

Person

Student

Student

Employee

John_p
John_s1

John_s2
univ=ULB
stud#=245
major=Philo
courses={c3,c4}

John_s1
univ=UCL
stud#=355
major=Info
courses={c1,c2}

(a)

univ=UCL
stud#=355
major=Info
courses={c1,c2}

Student

name=John
address=LLN
phone=304050

John_p

name=John
address=LLN
phone=304050

(b)

John_s2
univ=ULB
stud#=245
major=Philo
courses={c3,c4}

name=John
address=LLN
phone=304050

(d)

John_e
depart=CS
emp#=100
function=Prof
salary=$20.000

Fig. 2. Various roles of an object.

an instance John s1 of Student, related to John p
by the role relationship, expressing that John p
has become a student of the UCL university. Both
instances John p and John s1 coexist with different identiﬁers (see Section 2.2). If John loses his
student role, the instance John s1 will just be
removed. Fig. 2(c) shows another instance of
Student, John s2, reﬂecting the fact that John is
simultaneously registered at another university
(ULB). In Fig. 2(d), John has lost his role John s1
(he left the UCL university) and become an
employee (John e), while still being a student at
the ULB university.
Role relationships can be composed in hierarchies, where the role class of one role is also the
object class of another role, and so on. In a
composition of roles, say R1 -3R2 -3O; an
object, instance of O; cannot play a role of R1
unless it is already playing a role of the intermediate role class R2 :
The example of Fig. 3 deals with a role class
Employee having two role classes, ProjectMana-

ger and UnitHead. Employee is thus a role class
for Person and an object class for ProjectManager and UnitHead. Note that persons can become
ProjectManager only if they play the role of
Employee. The ﬁgure also shows John e of
Fig. 2(d) as an object with a new role John pm,
instance of ProjectManager. If John is promoted
as head of the software engineering unit at the CS
department, this role is represented as an instance
John uh of UnitHead. John e is thus a role for
John p and an object for John pm and John uh.
2.2. Object identity versus role identity
The concept of object identity has a long history
in programming languages [18]. It is more recent in
database management [19]. In a model with object
identity, an object has an existence that is
independent of its attribute values. Hence identity
(twice the same object) is not the same thing
as equality (objects with the same attribute
values) [20].
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Person

John_p

John_e
depart=CS
emp#=100
function=Prof
salary=$20.000

John_pm
prName=FRISCO
startDate=jan 97
topic=Req. Eng.
organ=FNRS

Employee
depart: String
emp#: Integer
function: String
salary: Integer

ProjectManager
prName: String
startDate: Date
topic: String
organ: String

UnitHead
unit: String
budget: Integer
tasks: {String}
duration: Integer

John_uh
unit=Soft. Eng.
budget=$200K
tasks={T1,T2}
duration=3

Fig. 3. Composition of roles.

A related concept called role identity (rid) was
compared to object identity in [21]. The need for
both oid and rid was motivated in [4] as follows:
assume that Passenger is a subclass of Person (in
the sense of generalization) and consider persons
who migrate to the Passenger subclass, say, by
boarding a bus. A bus may carry 500 passengers
during one day, but these passengers may actually
be only 100 different persons, if a person may
board the bus several times. Hence the necessity of
two different ways for counting persons and
counting passengers. However, if Passenger is a
subclass of Person, counting persons would give
the same result as counting passengers.
The migration of an object from a source class
to target class(es), with the object losing or
retaining its previous membership, introduces the
issue of object-identity conservation, i.e., whether
the object changes its identiﬁer in the case that it
loses its previous membership and whether it
retains its identiﬁer in the case that it remains an
object of the source class.
Two orthogonal approaches were proposed in
the literature: the ﬁrst one opts for oid conservation (e.g., [22,23]) while the second identiﬁes roles
independently of their associated objects, using the
notion of role identiﬁers (e.g., [21,1,7]). For
example, consider person John who becomes a
student and then an employee while retaining his
student status. In the ﬁrst approach, John is

represented by a single oid, while in the second,
John is represented by one oid, that of the ﬁrst
state as a Person, and two independent rids
corresponding to John as a student and as an
employee, respectively.
The ﬁrst approach presents several disadvantages. First, it fails to capture objects that can have
several role objects of the same role class, like
John as a student at two different universities.
The second approach easily handles that case by
creating several instances of the same role class,
each with a different rid. Second, changing the oid
of John into that of a student object and in turn
into that of an employee object raises the issue of
dangling references, unlike the second approach,
which represents each new role instance with its
own rid. Thirdly, the ﬁrst approach does not
permit to represent historical information as the
history of oids is lost. For those reasons, our
model follows the second approach.
2.3. Roles versus generalization
This section compares the role and the generalization relationships. Section 2.3.1 examines how
generalization alone approaches object dynamics.
Section 2.3.2 discusses some differences between
the relationships, and Section 2.3.3 presents
various cases where a class may be involved in
both generalization and role relationships.
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2.3.1. Dealing with object dynamics using
generalization alone
Dealing with object dynamics using generalization is heavy and impractical [24], as illustrated
by the following examples, where the role
relationships Student-3Person3’Employee of
Fig. 4(b)
are
modeled
as
generalization
StudentFx Person vFEmployee:
 How do persons become students?
If John is an instance of Person, establishing
it as an instance of Student requires the
following actions to be performed in order:
3 create an instance, say John s, of Student;
3 copy values of the instance variables of John
into the corresponding instances variables of
John s;
3 reset the references (if any) to John to the
new instance John s;
3 delete instance John.
The main problem with that solution concerns the identiﬁcation of all references to the
old object John and their update so that they
point to the new one John s. References that
are not updated will lead to dangling
pointers.
 How can persons be both students and employees
at the same time?
A class StudentEmployee, subclass of both
Student and Employee, is needed (with multiple
inheritance). Anticipating each meaningful combination of classes is impractical.
 How can persons be employees at more than one
department? To represent John as an employee
at two departments, three subclasses of Employee are needed: one for each of the
departments and a common intersection class.

SubClass

SuperClass
(1,1)

(0,1)

To summarize, generalization and role relationships complement each other to deal with the
semantics of real-world objects: the role relationship is suited to capture dynamic and evolutionary
aspects while generalization best deals with static
aspects.
2.3.2. Differences between generalization and the
role relationship
As already stated, object languages and systems
must somehow support both the generalization
and the role relationships in order to capture the
static and the dynamic aspects of real-world
situations. This section points out some differences
between the generalization and the role relationships, illustrated by the example in Fig. 4. Some of
those differences are discussed in [4].
*

*

Cardinalities. An instance of a subclass (e.g.,
Male) is related to exactly one instance of its
superclass (e.g., Person) and each instance of
the superclass is related to at most one instance
of its subclasses.
An instance of the role class (e.g., Student) is
related to exactly one instance of its object class
(e.g., Person) but, unlike generalization, each
instance of the object class can be related to any
number of instances of the role class.
Object identity. An instance of a subclass has
the same object identiﬁer oid as the associated
instance of the superclass (it is the same object
viewed differently).
An instance of a role class has its own role
identiﬁer rid, different from that of all other
instances of the role class and from the
identiﬁers of the instances of the object class.
For example, the identity of student John is

RoleClass

ObjectClass
(1,1)

Person

Male

(a)

(0,n)

Person

Female
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Employee

Student

(b)
Fig. 4. Generalization (a) versus role (b).
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different from that of person John. If John is
registered at two universities, there is one
person instance with its oid and two students
instances each with its rid.
Change of classes. In most object models, an
instance of superclass A that is not an instance
of subclass B cannot later become an instance
of B. For example, in the partition of Fig. 4(a),
an instance of Person that is not a Male cannot
become a Male.
An instance of object class A can later
become or cease to be an instance of role class
B. For example, in the hierarchy of Fig. 4(b), an
instance of Person that is not a Student can
become a Student.
Change of subclasses. An instance of a subclass
in a partition of the superclass cannot later
become an instance of another subclass of the
same partition. For example, in Fig. 4(a), an
instance of Male cannot change to an instance
of Female.
Instead, an instance of a given role class in
the partition of the object class can become an
instance of another role class of the partition.
For example, in the partition of Fig. 4(b), an
instance of Student can become an instance of
Employee.
Set of instances. When a subclass changes the
set of its instances by creating new objects, then
its superclass also changes its instances. For
example, the creation of a Male also creates a
Person.
Instead, when a role class creates a new role,
then the related object class does not change its
instances. For example, the creation of a new
role for person John (e.g., John becomes an
employee or registers at a university) does not
affect the instances of Person.
Direct versus indirect instances. In some
generalizations, superclasses may not have
direct instances, only their subclasses do. For
instance, John is not created as a direct
instance of Person, but as an instance
of Male, that becomes an indirect instance of
Person.
There is no analog to those ‘‘abstract classes’’
with the role relationship. Object classes must
be instantiated for their objects to be able to

*

play roles of the speciﬁed role classes. For
instance, John must be created as a direct
instance of Person to be able to play roles of
Student and/or Employee.
Inheritance. While subclasses inherit all properties and methods of their superclass, role classes
do not inherit properties and methods of their
object class. Instead, instances of role classes
access properties and methods of their corresponding objects with a delegation mechanism.
For example, consider the role relationship
Person3’Student and the two instances
John p and John s1 of Fig. 2(b). Since class
Student does not inherit properties of Person, a
role instance such as John s1 accesses properties of John p by delegation. Thus, if method
getPhone() is deﬁned in class Person to
read the value of phone attribute, then
with usual message handling, the call
John s1-getPhoneðÞ fails since getPhone is
not available in class Student. In systems
allowing inheritance by delegation, the above
message will be delegated to the object John p
(i.e., John p-getPhoneðÞÞ which will successfully answer the request.

2.3.3. Combination of generalization and role
relationships
This section summarizes various cases where
classes may be involved in both generalization and
role hierarchies, and gives some transitive rules
linked to that interaction.
A role class R1 can be subclassed by other role
classes R2 and R3 (i.e., R2 Fx R1 vFR3 ),
with the usual semantics of generalization. Thus,
an instance of R2 /R3 is also an instance of R1 ; and
an instance of R2 cannot become an instance of
R3 : Instead, for a hierarchy of roles
R2 -3R1 3’R3 ; an instance of R2 is not an
instance of R1 and an instance of R2 can become
an instance of R3 :
Two derivation rules are associated with the
combination of generalization and role relationships:
(1) if R1 is a role class of O and R2 is a role
subclass of R1 ; then R2 is also a role class of
O (i.e., R2 Fx R1 -3O ) R2 -3O);
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(2) if R1 is a role class of O1 and O1 is a subclass
of O2 ; then R1 is a role class of O2 (i.e.,
R1 -3O1 Fx O2 ) R1 -3O2 ).
Fig. 5 illustrates interactions between generalization and role relationships. Class Person is
subclassed by classes Male and Female, since, e.g.,
an instance of Male cannot migrate to class
Female nor vice-versa. Class Male has a role class
Draftee accounting for males serving on military
duties. According to rule (2) above, Draftee is also
a role class of Person. Class Person is reﬁned by
two role classes Student and Employee. Student is
subclassed by two role classes ForeignStudent and
CountryStudent (since an instance of ForeignStudent cannot become an instance of Country
Student nor conversely). Class CountryStudent
gathers together those students whose original
nationality is that of the host country. According
to rule (1) above, ForeignStudent and CountryStudent in turn become role classes of class Person.
Class Employee has two role classes, Professor
and UnitHead. This is an example of compositions
of roles.

permitted for O objects. The speciﬁcation of
meaningful combinations of role classes can rule
out undesired combinations of roles. For example,
if Person has roles Employee and Retired, only
employees can acquire the role of retirees, but not
the converse.
We deﬁne four types of role combinations:
*

*

2.4. Role-control specification
The notions of object class and role class have
been used to model situations where objects can
play several roles. This section introduces two
concepts for role control speciﬁcation: meaningful
combinations of role classes, for monitoring
membership in various role classes, and transition
predicates, for controlling how objects may gain
and/or lose roles.
2.4.1. Meaningful combinations of roles classes
When an object class O is related to role classes
R1 ; y; Rn ; not all combinations of roles are

*

Person

Male

Draftee

Female

Student

ForeignStudent

Employee

CountryStudent

Professor

Fig. 5. Generalization and role hierarchies.

UnitHead
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*

ev

Evolution, noted R1 - R2 for role classes R1
and R2 ; with R1 aR2 ; states that an object with
a role r1 of R1 may lose r1 and gain a role r2 of
R2 : Further, roles of R2 cannot be created
independently of roles of R1 : an instance of R2
is necessarily created from an evolving instance
of R1 :
Evolutions may be bidirectional or unidirectional, depending on whether the lost role of R1
may be recovered later. Examples of bidirecev
tional evolutions are Single 2 Married and
ev
Employee 2 Unemployed: Examples of uniev
directional evolutions are Employee - Retired
ev
and Student - Alumnus:
ext
Extension, noted R1 - R2 ; with R1 not necessarily different from R2 ; states that an object
playing a role r1 of R1 may gain a new role r2 of
R2 ; while retaining r1 : Examples include
ext
ext
Student - Employee and Professor - De
partHead:
Notice that when the source class and the
target class of the extension are the same class
R; this allows to represent that an object
playing a role r1 of R may gain new role r2 of
the same role class R; while retaining r1 :
ext
Examples include Student - Student; when,
for example, a person can be simultaneously a
student in more than one university, and
ext
Employee - Employee; when a person can be
simultaneously an employee in more than one
department.
Acquisition, noted -R; states that an object may freely acquire a role of R; if it does
not have one. For example, -Student means
that persons can become students. Notice
that -Student could be noted as
ext
Person - Student; where Person is the object
class of role class Student.
Loss, noted R-; states that an object may
freely lose roles of R: For example, Student-
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means that students may cease to be students.
Notice that Student-could be noted as
ev
Student - Person if Person is the object class
of role class Student.

2.4.2. Transition predicates
Given a meaningful combination of roles
mode
R1 - R2 ; a transition predicate is associated with
R1 for describing necessary and/or sufﬁcient
conditions on how objects playing roles of R1
may explicitly or automatically acquire roles
within R2 : The source class R1 may be a role
class (in an evolution or an extension) or it may be
an object class (in an acquisition).
Transition predicates are speciﬁed using a
formal declarative language close to the object
constraint language (OCL) [25] of the uniﬁed
modeling language (UML) [26]. Transition predicates are similar to Eiffel’s [27] assertions (preand post-conditions, invariants). Since a complete
description of a language for expressing predicates
falls outside the scope of this paper, we just
introduce its basic features.
Path expressions with the dot notation are used
to denote attributes and methods as well as for
traversing role, relationship, and generalization
links, and complex attribute structures. Role links
allow to pass from an object to a role (and vice
versa), and from a role to another role. Relationship links allow to reach a relationship or to pass
through a relationship to reach a linked object.
Quantiﬁers (( and 8), operators (A; D; etc.), and
aggregation functions (count, avg, etc.) are provided for handling multivalued attributes, roles,
and relationships. Generalization links allow to
change the abstraction level at which an object is
seen.
For example, the predicates citizenship ¼
‘Belgium’; ‘PhD’Adiplomas; address:city ¼ ‘Brussels’; and ageX18 associated to the Person class
specify conditions on attributes citizenship (monovalued) and diplomas (multivalued), on a component city of the complex attribute address, and
on method age, respectively. If Employee
is a role, deﬁning a salary attribute and with
cardinality (0,1) to Person, then a predicate
Person:Employee:salary > 100 concerns the sal-

ary of the persons while playing the role of
employee (if any). If, on the contrary, the
cardinality of the Employee role is (0,n), then
the predicates (eAEmployee; countðe j eAEmployeeÞo3; and sumðe:salary j eAEmployeeÞ
o10K deﬁned in Person state conditions about
the number of times that a person can play the
employee role and the total salary that a person
earns from those roles, respectively.
Consider now a relationship WorksIn with
attribute fromDate linking the Employee and
Department classes. If the cardinality of Employee in the relationship is (1,1), then the predicates
WorksIn:fromDateX1=1=2002 and WorksIn:
Department:name ¼ ‘Research’ state conditions
on the hiring date of the employee and on the
name of the department where the employee
works. Finally, if Manager is a subclass of
Employee, then all attributes and roles deﬁned
in Employee are accessible for deﬁning predicates
in Manager.
Other examples of transition predicates are as
follows:

*

*

*

*

*

ev

Employee - Retired: The predicate ageX
554workDurationX20 associated to Employee
could state a (necessary and/or sufﬁcient)
condition for employees to retire.
ev
Employee 2 Unemployed: The predicate
contractExpirDatepcurrentDate associated to
Employee speciﬁes that employees whose contract has expired automatically lose their
employment and become unemployed. Another
predicate associated to Unemployed could state
that unemployed persons with a new contract
automatically become employees.
ext
MasterStudent - PhDStudent: The predicate
gradeXminGrade and funding ¼ OK attached
to MasterStudent speciﬁes a condition to be
satisﬁed for master students to be allowed to
register as PhD students.
ext
Student - Student: The predicate nbProgsp
max states that the number of registrations for
a student is limited by some maximum.
-Employee: The predicate ageX18 attached
to Person speciﬁes that only adults can be
employees.
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2.5. Summary of role semantics
Like most generic relationships [14,16], the
semantics of role relationship concerns both the
class level and the instance level. In the literature,
these levels have mostly been considered as a
whole, which resulted in unwarranted complexity
in the semantic deﬁnition and implementation of
roles. This section summarizes the semantics of the
role relationship presented above in terms of classand instance-level properties.

*

*
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If an object class O has two role classes R1 and
R2 and o is an instance of O playing role r1 of
R1 ; then r1 can only evolve as an instance of
either R1 or R2 :
In a composition of roles, say R1 -3R2 -3O;
an object of O cannot acquire a role of R1
unless it already holds a role of R2 : For
example, in Fig. 3, persons cannot become
ProjectManager unless they are already playing
the role of Employee.

2.6. Related work
2.5.1. Class-level semantics
*
*
*

*

*
*

*

An object class can have several role classes.
A role class has exactly one object class.
An object class has an arbitrary cardinality
(cmin ; cmax ) regarding each of its role classes.
Each role class has cardinality (1,1) regarding
its object class.
A role class can have other role classes.
Meaningful combinations of role classes can be
associated with object classes to provide what
we have called role control.
A predicate can be associated with object/role
classes to describe constraints on how objects
may evolve, as well as how objects may or must
automatically gain and lose roles.

2.5.2. Instance-level semantics
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A role r is not identical to an object o playing
that role, but it is a state in which object o
can be.
A role inherits properties and methods from its
associated object by delegation.
An object can gain several roles of the same role
class or of different role classes.
For each role, there is only one object playing
that role.
Roles can be acquired and lost independently of
each other.
A role has its own identiﬁer that is different
from that of the object playing the role.
Roles evolve independently from each other or
under the control of speciﬁed transition predicates.

The interest for capturing the roles of an object
goes back to the late 1970s. The role model
introduced in [28] uses the term entity to denote
the static part of objects and role-class to denote a
dynamic type meant for capturing their behavior.
Since then, various approaches for role modeling
have been proposed. We suggest the following
criteria to account for the variety of those
approaches.
Generalization only. The specialization/generalization hierarchy is used to model both static and
dynamic objects. As the basic semantics of
generalization allows modeling static objects only,
new concepts have been added to generalization to
deal with evolving objects. This approach was
adopted, for example, in [23,22,29,30]. In [23],
each class of the generalization hierarchy is
considered as a particular perspective of its
instances that are called roles. Thus, each class
can be thought of as a role class in our
terminology. Classes are endowed with special
methods to manage roles: add a new role for an
existing object, remove an existing role, etc. In [22],
the concepts of base class and residential class are
used to denote, respectively, the class where an
object is initially created and the class in which the
object currently resides after migration; they
correspond, respectively, to the object class and
the role class of our model. The role model of [29]
deals with evolving objects as follows. Classes are
organized along the generalization hierarchy
assumed to be static. If, later on, an instance of
class C of that hierarchy may evolve to another
class D, then D must necessarily be created
dynamically as a subclass or superclass of C. D is
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referred to as a role-defining class. As a result, the
application schema will be composed of a static
generalization hierarchy and a set of dynamic
generalization hierarchies, each one corresponding
to a particular application domain. In [30], a class
represents a domain abstraction. The ‘‘intrinsic’’
properties of a class are modeled by usual properties while its behavior-oriented properties are
modeled by a set of roles types according to which
its instances may play roles. A role type describes
the view an object holds of another object. At any
given time, an object may act according to several
role types. Thus, the union of all operations
deﬁned by the role types constitutes the class
interface. Role types are related to each other
using association and aggregation, but generalization between role types is not allowed.
Role hierarchy only: In this approach a role
hierarchy is built under a root class and an object
of this class can play any role in that hierarchy.
Thus, all classes are viewed as potentially dynamic,
their instances may evolve over time. The classes
are organized along the subclassing mechanism.
For example, the role model of [6] deﬁnes a single
hierarchy of role types along the subtyping
relation, where a role subtype can have several
role supertypes. In that model an object is not
manipulated directly but only through its roles.
The answer of an object to a message depends on
the role that receives it: an object does not exist on
its own but incarnated in a particular role.
Both generalization and role hierarchies: In other
approaches, both hierarchies coexist with orthogonal semantics. The generalization hierarchy is
kept for nonevolving objects and the role hierarchy is introduced to model evolving objects. In
the role hierarchy, classes are related by a new
relationship like our role relationship. This
approach was followed, for example, by
[4,1,5,31]. In parallel to the generalization hierarchy, [4] introduces a role hierarchy composed of
a root class (called object class) and a set of role
classes. The relationship between a role class and
the object class is called played-by (i.e., role in our
model). Role classes in turn can be reﬁned in other
role classes, and so on. The model of [1] also
supports both hierarchies under the names of class
hierarchy and role hierarchy. A role type and its

direct ancestor in the role hierarchy are linked by a
relationship called role-of. In the DOOR model of
[5], the role hierarchy is organized along the player
relationship. In [31] an orthogonal approach is
used where (1) a role class is associated to an
object class (or to another role class), and (2) both
the role and the object class can participate in
aggregations, specializations, and associations.
Role identification. The issue here is whether the
object that evolves over time by gaining new roles
will maintain its identity (i.e., oid) or acquire new
oids. As mentioned in Section 2.2, two approaches
coexist. The ﬁrst approach consists in preserving
the single object identity regardless of how the
objects evolve. This approach is mainly adopted
by models that only consider either the generalization hierarchy or the role hierarchy to model
object dynamics such as [6,22,23,29,30]. The
second approach argues that the identiﬁcation
principles for ‘‘ordinary’’ objects and for the roles
of those objects are different. As seen in Section
2.2, we may count one person where we count ﬁve
passengers at different times of the day, which
corresponds to various states of the same person.
Similarly, we may count one person where we
count three employees (resp., students) given that
a given person may be employee (resp. student)
more than once at the same time. This approach is
adopted by most models that consider both
generalization and role hierarchies such as [7,4,1].
The approach of [5,31] differs from [21,1] in that
roles are identiﬁed by the names of their role
classes as well as their values, instead of using
globally unique object/role identiﬁers. Comparison of both approaches to deal with the identity of
evolving objects was discussed in Section 2.2.
Inheritance versus delegation: In addition to the
structure and behavior supplied by role classes,
roles have to access the properties of their players.
Here again, two approaches coexist: inheritance
via generalization (class-based inheritance) and
inheritance by delegation (instance-based inheritance). In the context of roles, delegation means
that roles may delegate messages to their players.
Approaches that only use either the generalization
hierarchy or the role hierarchy retain inheritance
via
generalization
(e.g.,
[4,22,23,29,30]),
while those using both generalization and role
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hierarchies (e.g., [7,4,1,31]) mainly use the delegation mechanism. Systems that follow a prototypebased paradigm (e.g., [32]) systematically use the
delegation mechanism. Further, in [33,34] the
concept of property role is introduced where a
property (e.g., a method) of a role class and an
associated property from its object class can be
combined. A problem is that the actual combination is programming-language dependent. Instead
a conceptual speciﬁcation of the semantics of
property roles should be given, and the implementations should try to map this semantics according
to the mechanisms provided by the different
programming languages.
Multiple roles within the same class per player:
This means the ability for a player to possess more
than one role within the same class at the same
time. For example, a person may be registered in
two different universities as two different students,
or may be afﬁliated with two different departments
as two different employees. This issue is easily
treated in [4,1] thanks to the coexistence of both
identiﬁers oid and rid. Models that use the unique
oid mechanism to identify both objects and their
roles (e.g., [6,22,23,29,30]) fail to model this
situation. In fact, if John is two employees
John e1 and John e2 (that are both instances of
the Employee class) in two departments, it is clear
that both employees must be treated as different
although they correspond to the same person. The
model of [5] fails to allow multiple instances of a
role class per player, whereas models such as
[35,3,31] provide this facility, although they do not
explicitly use the notion of rid.
Context-dependent access: This refers to the
ability of viewing a multi-faceted object in a
particular perspective. For example, person John
can be viewed as an employee or as a student.
Most role models provide this ability. There is
however at least one exception. Iris [36], one of the
pioneer models for object dynamics, allows an
object to belong to several types, and to gain or
lose type membership over time, but it misses the
possibility to view an entity in a particular aspect,
since the structure and methods of all the types
that the object belongs to are visible in every
context. As a side effect, two roles cannot have
different attributes/methods of the same names.
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Vertical versus horizontal role possession: With
vertical role possession, roles may be gained only
along the generalization hierarchy; an instance of a
class can play roles only within its direct or
indirect subclasses or superclasses. For example,
[29] only allows this kind of role possession. With
horizontal role possession, objects are allowed to
gain roles even within sibling (also called cousin)
classes, between which there is no subclassing
relationship. Models that allow horizontal role
possession, like [23], also allow vertical role
possession, but the converse does not hold.
Generally all approaches that use generalization
and role hierarchies support both vertical and
horizontal role possession.
Composition of roles: All models (e.g., [4,1,5,31])
that use both generalization and role hierarchies
allow roles to be played by other roles in the
role-playing tree. On the other hand, models that
only use either generalization or role hierarchies
(e.g., [35,6,22,23,29,30]) do not provide this
facility.
Role compatibility: This refers to the ability of
explicitly specifying roles that are inherently
incompatible and cannot be possessed simultaneously. For example, class Person may have two
role classes Secretary and Professor, but persons
cannot be secretaries and professors at the same
time. Similarly, persons may move from employees
to retirees but cannot be employees and retirees at
the same time. Few models provide for this
facility. The concept of player qualification is
introduced in [5] as a component of a role class
to specify a set of classes whose instances are
qualiﬁed to play the roles. In [35], the concepts of
independent roles and coordinated roles are used.
The coordination between different instances of
roles of an object is achieved through rules. In [23],
the concept of disjoint predicate is introduced to
specify that no object may be a member of more
than one class in a speciﬁed collection of role
classes at the same time. For example, the disjoint
predicate disjoint(Child, Employee, Retired) can
be attached to class Person. In [31] the dynamic
organization of roles is represented using a
graphical notation, based on an extension of
regular expressions. The notation deﬁnes legal
sequences of role names, including sequencing,
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overlapping, iteration, and duplication of roles.
For example, such notation allows to associate to
a ConferenceAssociate class a graphical regular
expression equivalent to ðParticipant j Authorn j
Reviewern Þþ indicating that a conference associate
may have at most one participant role, any
number of author roles, and any number of
reviewer roles. In [37] a role relationship matrix is
used for deﬁning for every pair (A,B) of role types
one of the following constraints: (1) role-dontcare,
stating that there are no constraints on an object
playing the roles, (2) role-implied, stating that an
object playing an A role must always be able to
play a B role (but not necessarily the other way),
(3) role-equivalent, stating that both roles are
always available together, and (4) role-prohibited,
stating that an object playing an A role never plays
a B role and vice versa. In [22], migration control is
speciﬁed by means of the so-called migration permissions such as relocation permission
(e.g., /Single; Married; relocationS) and propagation permission (e.g., /Professor; Consultant;
propagationS). Relocation and propagation permissions correspond to our two modes of role
possession evolution and extension, respectively.
Our role control mechanism was inspired from the
migration control of [22] and enriched by the
transition predicates (see below), not supported
in [22].
Transition predicates: They are attached to
classes to specify when objects may explicitly or
automatically gain or lose roles within those
classes.
In [35], speciﬁcation of this transition is
achieved by means of rules. Predicate classes of
[38] are populated according to the satisfaction of
a given predicate specifying conditions for an
object to belong to the class. In [29], there is a
possibility to create role classes by means of
predicates called role-generating conditions, but
there is no way to deﬁne transition predicates in
the sense mentioned above. For example, two
predicate-based classes HighlyPaidAcademic and
ModeratelyPaidAcademic can be deﬁned as subclasses of Academic class by associating the
predicate ‘‘Academic:salary >¼ 100K’’ to the ﬁrst
class and ‘‘100K > Academic:salary > 50K’’ to the
second class. However, there is no way to deﬁne a

transition predicate P that would allow persons to
migrate from class ModeratelyPaidAcademic to
class HighlyPaidAcademic whenever those persons satisfy predicate P:
The concept of category class is introduced in
[23] to extend the ordinary class by an additional
predicate stating the condition required for the
implicit or explicit membership to the class. Our
concept of transition predicates was inspired from
[23]. However, our transition predicates have
different semantics regarding the predicates associated with category classes. Given a meaningful
mode
combination of roles R1 - R2 ; a predicate is
associated with R1 to specify when an object
playing a role of R1 may or must automatically
play a role of R2 according to mode. Consider the
hierarchy of role relationships Teenager-3
Person3’Adult: If a predicate ‘‘ageX1800 is
associated with the role class Adult, Adult becomes
a category class in the sense of [23], meaning that
the membership in Adult depends on satisfaction
of ‘‘ageX18’’: Our transition predicate ‘‘ageX18’’;
is rather associated with the role class Teenager,
meaning that when an instance of Teenager
satisﬁes ‘‘ageX18’’; it becomes an instance of
Adult.
Our model: Our model is similar to the models of
[4,1]. Thus, in terms of the criteria above, our
model supports: both generalization and role
hierarchies, with a clear distinction between them
as well as the possible interaction between both
hierarchies; object and role identiﬁers (oid and
rid); class-based inheritance (via generalization)
and instance-based inheritance (delegation); multiple instances of a role class per player; contextdependent access to multi-faceted objects; vertical
and horizontal role possession; composition of
roles; role compatibility, by means of the concept
of meaningful combinations of roles, and transition predicates. Unlike our model, [4,1] do not
support the two last criteria.
Our role control mechanism was inspired from
the migration control of [22] and enriched by the
transition predicates, not supported in [22]. Our
concept of transition predicates was inspired from
the predicate associated to the category classes of
[23], although, as already stated, our transition
predicates have a different semantics.
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3. Roles in the software development lifecycle
The role concept was introduced mostly as an
abstraction mechanism for representing advanced
modeling features that are difﬁcult to deal with in
usual object-oriented models, such as multiple
classiﬁcation and dynamic classiﬁcation. However,
the role concept is increasingly used in broader
modeling contexts.
Traditionally, object-oriented software development methods have considered the class as the
main modeling abstraction. However, some methods such as object-oriented role analysis and
modeling (OORAM) [39], Catalysis [40] and TIMe
[41] consider the interaction between objects as the
essential aspect of object-oriented modeling. Such
methods include the concept of collaboration as the
main abstraction mechanism for the modeler,
relegating the class abstraction for the implementation stage. The role concept is considered to
adequately represent collaborations between objects, since it allows to focus on the behavior that
an object exhibits with respect to the other
participating objects, without the need to know
the class to which the object belongs.
This section discusses the use of roles along the
software development lifecycle, from analysis
through design to implementation. The transformation of the role concept along stages of the
lifecycle, the relationship between roles and
patterns as well as CASE tool support for roles
are also addressed.
Roles in object-oriented modeling: When modeling a system, objects are interesting as far as they
collaborate with other objects to realize some
activities. A collaboration represents an interaction among objects whose objective is the realization of some activity, and where every
participating object plays a particular role.
A class describes objects independently of the
context in which they exist, without taking into
account other objects with which they interact.
Thus, an isolated class is not adequate for
describing the activities in which its objects
participate, since the global description of an
activity is distributed among the classes of its
participating objects. If an object participates in
several activities, then the description of those
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activities must somehow be part of the class
deﬁnition.
On the other hand, a role describes structural
and behavioral properties of an object in a context.
An object plays one or more roles throughout its
existence and a particular role may be played by
different objects. A role can be seen as a projection
(or a partial view) of the class of an object, where
the properties of the role are a subset of the
properties of the object. A class thus implements
one or several roles and a role is implemented by
one or several classes.
As already said, several object-oriented development methods have migrated their main focus
of interest from classes to collaborations among
objects described by roles or types. We next
describe OORAM and Catalysis, two methods
that offer the concept of collaboration as basic
modeling abstraction. We also describe how UML
describes collaborations and how it copes with the
role concept.
OORAM: OORAM [39] is a software development method that introduces the concept of role
modeling as main abstraction mechanism: the
activity of design consists in identifying roles that
collaborate to achieve a goal. Role modeling was
designed for coping with the problem of modeling
large systems and their implementation in objectoriented programming languages. Thus, a system
is decomposed into a set of subsystems or interest
areas representing various activities realized by a
structure of collaborating objects. Each such
structure is described by a role model.
A role model describes the objects participating
in an activity and their interaction; it contains a set
of roles, each role representing all objects occupying the same position in the structure. A role
describes the behavior of an object in the context
of an activity. A role model is represented by two
views. In the scenario view, roles are connected by
lines if there exists an interaction between them.
Ports are used to represent that an object playing a
role sends messages to other objects playing other
roles. Sending a message causes the execution of
the operation or method of the object receiving the
message. The collaboration view shows the various
messages exchanged by the objects playing the
roles ordered along the time line.
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OORAM also includes a state diagram view,
describing the states of roles and the transitions
between them, a process view, explicitly showing
the actions realized by roles and the information
ﬂow that they exchange, and a semantic view,
isomorphic to the collaboration view, but with
association relationships instead of ports and
interaction paths between roles.
The main properties characterizing roles in
OORAM are as follows:
*

*

*

*

*

*

The role concept uniﬁes the concepts of class
and object. Roles have both a static and a
dynamic nature, since they allow to describe the
properties of the objects that they represent,
and they can be used to show how objects
collaborate among them.
Like objects, roles have identity; they can send
and receive messages.
The extension of a role is the set of objects that
may play the role. The extension of a role model
is a set of object structures obtained by making
the objects of the system play their roles; during
an instantiation, a role may be played by at
most one object.
A class describes an object independently of the
context where that object interacts with other
objects; a role describes an object in the context
of an activity.
Roles are independent of classes, they allow to
defer the choice of the classes that implement
the objects and of the relationships between
those classes.
A role may be implemented by one or several
classes and a class may implement one or
several roles.

Catalysis: Catalysis [40] is a software development method for open and distributed component
systems based on UML. The ﬁrst activity in
Catalysis is to analyze the role of an application
in its business environment, deﬁning system
speciﬁcation independently of the implementation
details. Then components are speciﬁed by their
responsibilities and interfaces. Thus, a system is
deﬁned by a collaboration of ‘‘pluggable parts’’
such as programming language classes or compo-

nents. Finally, the internal architecture of components is implemented.
Modeling in Catalysis is based on three basic
constructions: type, collaboration, and reﬁning. A
collaboration deﬁnes a set of actions realized by
cooperating objects to fulﬁll some behavior, and
each object play some roles (called types) with
respect to the other objects of the collaboration. A
type speciﬁes the visible behavior of an object but
not its implementation. A refining is the relationship between an abstraction and its realization.
For example, a class or a component may be the
realization of some interface. Collaborations,
types, and reﬁnings are used in the various phases
along the development cycle.
Catalysis makes a clear distinction between type
and class. A class implements a type; more
precisely, one or more classes can implement one
or more types. Classes introduce implementation
choices, including data members, method bodies,
and implementation inheritance. Java also makes
such a distinction between type and class, while
C++ and Eiffel tend to equate classes and types
and rely on programming conventions, such as
abstract classes, to distinguish them. This can
unnecessarily cause implementation decisions and
coupling to make their way into code.
The Catalysis method is based on 3 key
principles.
*

*

Collaborations and mutual models: Every interaction implies a mutual protocol, which necessarily imposes assumptions and guarantees on
all participants. Expressing those conventions
with precision requires a shared vocabulary.
Catalysis thus deﬁnes a mutual model, where
responsibilities are clearly speciﬁed, although
not imposing implementation decisions.
Multiple views and view compositions: Objects
participate in many collaborations and hence
play multiple roles. Each role can be independently modeled as a separate and simpliﬁed
view, deﬁning a speciﬁc pattern of collaborations with a supporting model. This allows each
object to be characterized as more than one
type and provides strong support for design
patterns in the method itself. Catalysis provides
mechanisms for composing views and for
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*

precisely describing essential dependencies between them. This allows to achieve reuse by
composing existing collaborations patterns, to
divide and conquer complex problems more
easily, and to exploit framework-style techniques from models to implementation.
Abstraction and refinements: Interactions can be
described at several levels of detail. Abstract
descriptions deﬁne the interface of components,
deferring internal collaborations. Catalysis deﬁnes a clear notion of reﬁnement, whereby more
detailed descriptions are built in a systematic
way from more abstract ones. This decision
facilitates the maintenance of traceability from
problem domain to code, it enables an incremental approach to model construction and to
a development with mixed levels of detail and
completeness.

The designers of Catalysis acknowledge the
inﬂuence of OORAM: ‘‘the OORAM approach
pioneered role-centric and collaboration-based
modeling, and developed ideas of composition
and abstraction based on it.’’ Still, there are some
differences in how Catalysis and OORAM treat
roles. Although the role models of OORAM are
similar to the type models of Catalysis, a type has
no identity, unlike a role in OORAM. Also a
Catalysis type classiﬁes a set of objects, but it
provides no implementation.
UML: The UML [26] distinguishes between
static and dynamic roles. The former characterize
the participation of a class in an association, i.e.,
they are similar to roles of the ER model. Dynamic
roles are those that participate in collaborations.
UML introduces collaborations to specify how
classiﬁers (such as classes, interfaces, types, or
components and associations between them) collaborate to specify some collective behavior. UML
collaborations are used to specify the realization of
an operation or a classiﬁer (normally a use case)
and to modeling reusable solutions such as design
patterns and frameworks. A classifier is a mechanism describing structural and behavioral properties. A collaboration deﬁnes the context for
deﬁning the interactions between instances of
classiﬁers. An interaction is a behavioral speciﬁcation deﬁning the messages that exchange a set of
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instances for realizing a task, and is always deﬁned
in the context of a collaboration.
To describe a collaboration, it is usually not
necessary to know all the characteristics of the
participating classiﬁers nor all associations existing
among them. Instead of classiﬁers and associations, a collaboration comprises classifier roles and
association roles, which are projections of classiﬁers and associations, respectively. For example,
for a class, the classiﬁer role represents a projection of a base class and is deﬁned by the
characteristics of the class that are necessary for
a collaboration. Also, an association role is a
projection of a base association and speciﬁes a
particular use of it in the collaboration; it is also
possible to ﬁnd associations between classiﬁer
roles that have meaning only in some collaboration. A collaboration does not own any of its
structural elements, it only references or uses them.
Thus, the same element may belong to more than
one collaboration.
Although collaborations in UML are appropriate to model interactions between objects, like
those of OORAM and Catalysis, it is not clear
how to represent the role concept of OORAM
with UML collaborations. For this reason, there
have recently been proposals for introducing roles
in UML (e.g., [42,43]).
Roles in design: The generalization relationship
is supported throughout the whole software
development lifecycle, from analysis to implementation. Software development methods, like UML,
provide generalization as basic abstraction mechanism to be used in analysis and design
speciﬁcations. Programming languages, like Java
and C++, provide speciﬁc implementations of
generalization, each with its particular semantics.
Ideally, the same situation should hold for the
role relationship. In particular, the role concept
should be supported by target implementation
platforms. There would thus be no gap in
progressing from design to implementation. Our
implementation of the role relationship in the
VODAK Modeling Language presented in Section
5 follows that philosophy.
However, in the same way that object-oriented
analysis and design can be effective for a nonobject implementation (i.e., using a programming
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language that does not support generalization),
object-oriented methods could support the role
concept directly into the analysis and design
phases and could provide different strategies to
implement those speciﬁcations in a target programming language not supporting the role
relationship.
Roles can be implemented into existing objectoriented programming languages using design
patterns (e.g., [44]). However, as can be expected,
such a mechanism does not provide the full
expressive power that results from having roles
as a ﬁrst-class construct in target implementation
platforms. In particular, roles cannot participate in
generalizations, associations, and aggregations in
an orthogonal way.
A pattern called role object is deﬁned in [45]. It
allows to implement roles into systems that do not
provide adequate means to dynamically attach
new functionality to classes. A role object is an
object that represents one speciﬁc role of a core
object. Core objects and role objects correspond, in
our terminology, to instances of object and role
classes, respectively. The core object allows for the
dynamic creation and deletion of roles objects at
conﬁguration and runtime. An implementation in
C++ is also given.
An implementation of roles using the above
pattern has some drawbacks. In particular, roles
have been handled through delegation. This either
violates the information-hiding principle or results
in complicated interfaces and multi-step communication for accessing a role. An alternative
approach to role implementation based on aspect-oriented programming (e.g., [46]) has been
investigated for example in [47]. An aspectoriented extension to UML, called Theme/UML,
has also been proposed (e.g., [48]).
As noted in [33], the decorator pattern of [44]
consists of three classes that to some degree
correspond to the role concept: the Component,
encapsulating both the object and the role facet,
the ConcreteComponent, corresponding to the
object, and the Decorator, corresponding to the
role. This pattern can be used if the target
implementation language does not support roles
directly. One drawback is that Decorator classes
can be instantiated independently of Concrete-

Component classes, which goes against the semantics of the role relationship. Further, when
interpreting decorators as roles, it is in general
not possible to reference different but overlapping
subsets of decorators.
In the context of framework design, a notion of
composite design pattern is deﬁned in [37]. That
pattern is best described as the composition of
other patterns whose integration exhibits a synergy
that makes the composition more than just the
sum of its parts. The paper presents examples of
composite patterns and discusses a role-based
analysis and composition technique.
Roles in implementation: When implementing
roles with object programming languages, roles are
eventually translated into classes, although a class
contains the methods and properties of multiple
roles. We next discuss how languages like Java and
C++ can be used to represent roles.
Java provides native support for interfaces,
where interface extension and multiple inheritance
of interfaces are supported. Thus, new interfaces
can be created by extending existing ones and it is
possible to let one class implement more than one
interface. This makes Java very suitable for
supporting the role relationship since design-level
roles can be naturally mapped into implementation-level interfaces.
As noted in [49], the advantage of that
formulation of roles is that references to other
classes can be typed using the interfaces. Many
errors can be prevented through type checking
during compilation. With Java, types can also be
used at runtime; two different components implementing roles from a particular role model can
be plugged together at runtime. The runtime
environment will use the type information to allow
only legal connections between components.
On the other hand, C++ does not have a
language construct for interfaces. The interface of
a class is typically deﬁned in a header ﬁle containing preprocessor directives. Such ﬁles are mixed
with the source code at compile time and thus the
generalization implied between an interface and its
implementation is not supported. Interfaces can be
simulated in C++ by using abstract classes
containing only virtual methods without implementation. Using multiple inheritance, those
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abstract classes can be combined as in Java.
However, unlike Java interfaces, the use of virtual
methods has a performance impact which may
make that implementation roles less attractive in
some situations.
However Java interfaces and classes, and C++
virtual classes only allow to implement the
instance-level semantics of roles. Their class-level
semantics is implemented using metaclasses as
illustrated in Section 4. Other implementations of
roles are presented in Section 5.4.
CASE tool support for roles: The integration of
the role relationship as an abstraction mechanism
for software development will obviously beneﬁt
from CASE tools that fully support roles throughout the overall software lifecycle.
Current CASE tools support generalization in
the various stages of the lifecycle. In the analysis
phase, a semantic-rich version of generalization is
provided (e.g., allowing multiple inheritance and
parallel hierarchies) and semantic checking is
realized (e.g., to avoid cyclic generalization hierarchies). In the design phase, additional implementation-oriented generalizations may be added
to the analysis models (e.g., to increase code reuse
or as a consequence of applying design patterns).
Finally, in the implementation phase, the semantics of the generalization relationships of analysis
and design models must be captured into the target
implementation platform (e.g., using single inheritance for classes and multiple inheritance for
interfaces in Java).
In the same way, CASE tools should provide
support for the role relationship in analysis,
design, and implementation, taking into account
the interactions of both the role and the generalization relationships. Of course, this support
depends on the particular software development
method to be used (e.g., role support will be
different in the Catalysis or the OORAM method).
For example during analysis, the generalization
and role hierarchies must be supported at a
conceptual level and semantic checking must be
realized among both hierarchies (e.g., to avoid that
a class be both a subclass and a role of another
class). Also, cross checks must be realized between
the static (or class) diagrams and dynamic (or
collaboration) diagrams with respect to role
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relationships. In design, different patterns can be
used to translate the semantics of role relationships using the abstractions mechanisms provided
by current object-oriented systems. Finally, during
implementation, it will be established which roles
will be implemented by which classes. Of course, if
the target implementation platform supports role
as ﬁrst-class construct, there will be a seamless
support of roles throughout the software lifecycle.
The implementation of roles given in the next
sections goes along that direction.

4. Metaclasses
This section introduces the metaclass concept
and shows how it can implement the semantics of
our role model.
In an object model, classes describe the structure
and behavior of their instances with attributes (or
instance variables) and methods, respectively.
Metaclasses [14,50–52] play the same role for
classes as classes for instances: they describe the
structure and behavior of classes with class
variables and methods. Treating classes as ﬁrstclass objects allows to manipulate application
classes and their instances in the same way: classes
can be retrieved and manipulated as individual
objects, and they can be created as instances of
metaclasses at run time. For example, a method
display can be sent to an individual object.
Depending on its concrete implementation, if the
method is sent to a instance of the class Person,
the property values of the person could be
displayed. On the other hand, if the method is
sent to the class Person, the characteristic values
of the collection of individual persons, like the
class deﬁnition, the cardinality of the set of
instances, or any access statistics could be
retrieved.
Metaclasses are an essential mechanism for
ensuring the openness of a language or a system.
Metaclasses allow to tailor the data model to the
speciﬁc needs of an application. This can be done
by deﬁning speciﬁc metaclasses conveying particular requirements of an application and
by building up a class system meeting such
requirements.
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Metaclass
is-of
Entity

Meta2class level
Metaclass level

is-of
Person

Class level

is-of
John

Token level

Fig. 6. Levels of systems with a metaclass concept.

Systems with metaclasses comprise at least three
levels (Fig. 6): instance, class, and metaclass. In
addition, one (or more) predeﬁned metaclass, say
Metaclass, can be provided as root describing the
common structure and behavior of all metaclasses.
The number of levels varies from one system to
another. For example, while Smalltalk-80 [53] has
a limited depth in its hierarchies of metaclasses,
Telos [54] allows for an arbitrary depth.
There is no common deﬁnition of the metaclass
concept. A set of criteria accounting for the
differences can be found in [52].
4.1. Facilities required of the target object system
Facilities required from the target system with
metaclasses for which our implementation of role
relationship is formulated are as follows.
 A typical object model with object classes and
abstraction mechanisms like classiﬁcation and
generalization.
 The availability of a metaclass mechanism with
the following properties:
3 The possibility to explicitly create a metaclass
(the semantics of the role relationship will be
deﬁned in an ObjectRoleClass metaclass);
3 The ability for several classes to share the
same user-deﬁned metaclass (e.g., for a role
Employee-3Person; both Person and Employee will be instances of ObjectRoleClass);
3 The possibility to deﬁne, in the same metaclass, an abstract data type for the class
instances of the metaclass and another type
for the instances of its instances. For systems
that do not allow such mechanism, two data

types are needed: a metaclass to describe the
class-level semantics and a special class to
represent the instance-level semantics. The
coordination between the two data types
must be explicitly established.
 The availability of a generic object type, as place
holder for classes to be instantiated in applications. It acts like a formal parameter in the
parameterized metaclass describing the generic
semantics, and it is substituted by actual class
names (e.g., Person and Employee) when
application classes are created as instances of
the metaclass.
 The possibility to propagate attribute values by
means of a delegation mechanism. This is
required so that instances of role classes may
access properties and methods of their corresponding objects by delegation.
 The possibility to attach predicates to classes as
ordinary properties.
4.2. The VODAK data model
This section gives an overview of the VODAK
modeling language (VML) [55] that will be used to
illustrate our metaclass implementation. VML is
an open object-oriented data model that can be
tailored to the needs of speciﬁc applications using
the concept of metaclasses. VML ﬁlls all the
features required for the target system described above, except for the support of predicate
properties.2
VML separates the notions of class and object
type. Each class is associated with exactly one
object type, called its instance type, which deﬁnes
the structure and behavior of instances of that
class. An instance-type declaration consists of a
public and a private part, thereby separating the
interface from the implementation. The interface
declaration consists of a set of properties and a set
of methods. The public methods are the means by
which objects communicate with each other. The
implementation deﬁnition provides code for all
2
As will be discussed in Section 5.3.5, in VML and in other
systems that do not support assertions, such declarative
predicates are translated into Boolean methods that are called
when objects gain or lose roles.
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methods of the interface deﬁnition and may
introduce additional structural and behavioral
deﬁnitions. A special primitive data type OID
denotes a generic object type that can be used to
refer an object whose class is not known.
In VML classes are themselves objects that are
instances of other classes referred to as metaclasses. Like an ordinary class, a metaclass has an
object type, called instance type, that describes its
instances, which are classes. Furthermore, a
second object type, called instance-instance type,
is associated with a metaclass to specify the
common structure and behavior for the instances
of the instances of the metaclass. Therefore,
through its two associated object types, a VML
metaclass inﬂuences both its own instances, which
are classes, and the instances of those classes.
Fig. 7(a) shows the declaration of metaclass
MyMetaclassMC. MyMetaclassMC is itself an
instance of another metametaclass speciﬁed by
the clause METACLASS classIdentiﬁer in the
same way as an ordinary class is speciﬁed as an
instance of a metaclass. The instance type InstTypeMC of MyMetaclassMC is speciﬁed by the
clause INSTTYPE, while its instance-instance type
InstInstTypeMC is speciﬁed by the clause INSTINSTTYPE. Fig. 7(b) shows the declaration of
MyClassC as an instance of metaclass MyMetaclassMC.
Fig. 8 employs shading patterns to illustrate the
effect of the object types deﬁned in Fig. 7 on a
class and on the class’ instances. Note that
instances of class MyClassC are inﬂuenced by
both the instance type of MyClassC (i.e., InstTypeC) and the instance-instance type of the
metaclass MyMetaclassMC (i.e., InstInstTypeMC).
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Metaclasses for generic relationships: VML
metaclasses are especially useful to represent
generic relationships like our role relationship.
As seen in Section 2.5, the semantics of roles
concerns both the class and the instance level.
Thus, it is more convenient to represent the
semantics of roles by means of a metaclass to
which are attached two types: an instance-type for
the class-level semantics and an instance-instance-type for its instance-level semantics.
Inheritance by delegation: VML supports both
the usual inheritance by subtyping and inheritance
by delegation. VML deals with inheritance by
delegation using the NOMETHOD clause. NOMETHOD is a code segment speciﬁed in the
instance-instance type of a given metaclass. The
content of NOMETHOD is automatically executed
by an object o when it receives a message
o-mðargListÞ and is unable to answer it, because
method m is not available in o. Two predeﬁned
identiﬁers currentMeth and arguments are available in the body of NOMETHOD. At run time,
currentMeth is bound to the method name m and
arguments is bound to argList. NOMETHOD uses
those two primitives to delegate the failed request
to appropriate objects o’ that are related to o. This
NOMETHOD facility will be used to implement the
inheritance by delegation related to roles (see
Section 2.3.2).

5. Metaclass implementation of our role model
This section surveys our implementation
of the role model presented in Section 2. The
implementation is carried out along the lines of
VODAK presented in Section 4.2. The section is

Fig. 7. Declaration of application metaclasses and their instances.
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Fig. 8. Effect of the metaclass object types on classes and on
individual instances.

organized as follows. Section 5.1 gives an overview
of our implementation for roles. Sections 5.2 and
5.3 present the implementation of the class- and
instance-level semantics of roles, respectively.
Section 5.4 discusses existing work implementing
roles and compares them to our approach.
5.1. General structure of our implementation
A metaclass ObjectRoleClass is deﬁned to
capture the generic semantics of classes and objects
participating in role relationships through the
deﬁnition of two abstract data types. At the class
level, ORClass-InstType endows object classes
and role classes (e.g., Person, Student, and
Employee) with the means for deﬁning and
querying the role relationships existing among

them; it also allows them to create and delete
instances according to the semantics of roles. At
the instance level, ORClass-InstInstType provides
the instances of instances of ObjectRoleClass (i.e.,
objects and roles) with structure and methods for
establishing, deleting, and querying role connections. Section 5.2 presents the structure of
ORClass-InstType, while Section 5.3 is devoted
to that of ORClass-InstInstType.
The effects of ObjectRoleClass on its instances
(e.g., Person and Employee) and on instances of
its instances (e.g., John p and John e) are shown
in Fig. 9. Note in particular that instances John p
and John e are inﬂuenced by both the instances
types (i.e., PersonType and EmployeeType) of
their corresponding classes and by the instanceinstance type of ObjectRoleClass (i.e., ORClassInstInstType).
The deﬁnition and use of roles involves the
following stages. The ﬁrst stage is the deﬁnition of
the metaclass ObjectRoleClass, that embodies the
generic semantics of the relationship. An application can then invoke the generic template, by
creating application classes, like O and R; that are
to participate in a speciﬁc role relationship
R-3O; as instances of the metaclass (see
Fig. 12). Classes like O and R are both referred
to as OR classes.
Upon instantiation of the metaclass, speciﬁc
information describing the characteristics of role
relationships must also be speciﬁed by the schema
designer. For each object class O related to a set of

Fig. 9. Effects of ObjectRoleClass on its instances (classes) and on instances of its instances.
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role classes Ri ; that information includes the
cardinality of O regarding each Ri ; information
about role control specifying all legal combinations of role classes associated with O; and the
transition predicates specifying necessary and/or
sufﬁcient conditions for objects to gain and lose
roles.
Methods defRoleRelshps and defObjectClass
(see Fig. 13) connect O and R and initialize the
structures needed for instance creation and for
querying OR classes about their role characteristics.
Method addCombination supplies the meaningful combinations of role classes and the
corresponding transition predicate. When a combination is no longer valid, it is removed by
method delCombination. The transition predicate
of a given combination can be revised by method
changePredicate.
Methods makeObject and makeRole of ORClass-InstType are available for creating instances
of application classes. Method makeObject creates instances of object classes in arbitrary
manner, while a role cannot exist without the
object that plays it. For this reason, method
makeRole, at the same time that it creates a new
role, it also creates a role link between the new role
and its player.
Method destroy of ORClass-InstType deletes
objects and roles, after suppressing the role links in
which they participate.
The last nine methods of ORClass-InstType are
access methods. They allow to read the cardinality
information; test whether a target class is a role/
object class of the given parameter class; access all
role classes of a given object class; access the
meaningful combinations of role classes; get the
transition predicate between an object class and a
role class or between two role classes; and method
canEvolveTo tests whether instances of the target
class can evolve to the role class given as
parameter.
Finally, methods of ORClass-InstInstType allow to establish, to delete, and to query the role
connections between objects and their roles.
Notice that methods addRole, setObject, removeRole, and removeObject of ORClass-InstInstType (see Fig. 17) are never called
independently of methods makeObject, make-
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Role, and destroy of ORClass-InstType. They
are private methods hidden for users.
5.2. Class-level semantics
5.2.1. General structure
Type ORClass-InstType endows the instances
of ObjectRoleClass (i.e., application classes like
Person and Student) with structure and behavior
consistent with the semantics of the role relationship. Fig. 10 shows the interface of ORClassInstType as composed of two parts: Attributes and
Methods.
ORClass-InstType comprises three attributes:
theRoleRelshps, theObjectClass, and validCombinations. The ﬁrst attribute is a set of RoleRelType structures describing characteristics of a
speciﬁc role relationship (the role class, the
cardinality at the side of the object class, and the
transition predicate that speciﬁes a necessary and/
or sufﬁcient condition for an object to play roles of
the speciﬁed role class). For instance, if the object
class O has two role classes R1 and R2 (i.e.,
R1 -3O3’R2 ), then theRoleRelshps associated
with O will contain two structures describing,
respectively, the characteristics of R1 -3O and
those of R2 -3O: The second attribute, theObjectClass, is the object class related to a given role
class. The third attribute, validCombinations, is a
set of CombinationType structures describing
meaningful combinations of role classes among
different role classes speciﬁed in the attribute
theRoleRelshps via the ﬁeld theRoleClass of
RoleRelType structure. More details about structures RoleRelType and CombinationType are
given in Section 5.2.2.
The methods of ORClass-InstType provide the
following functionalities:
*

*

*

deﬁne the speciﬁc characteristics of the role
relationship, and declare the object and the role
classes with methods defRoleRelshps and
defObjectClass;
deﬁne a set of meaningful combinations of role
classes and their associated transition predicate
with method addCombinations;
delete a given combination of role classes or
revise the associated transition predicate with
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Fig. 10. Interface of ORClass-InstType.

*

*

*

*

methods delCombination and changePredicate;
create objects with the constructor method
makeObject;
create roles, with the constructor method
makeRole, and relate them to their associated
object players;
delete instances (i.e., objects and roles) of OR
classes, with the destructor method destroy,
consistently with the semantics of the role
relationship;
query OR classes about various aspects of their
role relationship.

The structure ORClass-InstType deﬁnes methods for both the object classes and the role classes.
By making an OR class an instance of the
metaclass, all methods are made available to the
class, be it object class or role class. This decision
simpliﬁed our implementation. Appropriate error
messages are issued when incorrect method invocations are attempted. The following sections
examine in more detail the methods of ORClassInstType.

5.2.2. Definition of role characteristics
Methods defRoleRelshps and defObjectClass
initialize the structures storing the speciﬁc information of role relationships between OR classes.
Method defRoleRelshps is applied to root object
classes (i.e., classes without object class). Method
defObjectClass is applied to role classes (which
can also be object classes in a composition of roles)
and speciﬁes, in its aClass parameter, the object
class of the target role class.
The parameter someRelshps of defRoleRelshps is a set of RoleRelType structures (see
Fig. 11(a)) that specify the characteristics of all
role relationships in which the target class
participates.
The ﬁrst component of RoleRelType (theRoleClass) is a place holder for the role class. It acts
like a formal parameter to be substituted by the
name of an application class, when the metaclass is
instantiated (e.g., Student and PhDStudent in
Fig. 13). The object class needs not explicitly
appear since method defRoleRelshps is necessarily applied to an object class. The second
component speciﬁes the cardinality at the
object class side. The cardinality at the role class
is not declared explicitly, as it is always (1,1).
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Fig. 11. Deﬁnition of the role characteristics.

This means that each instance of a given role class
has one and only one associated object that plays
it. The third component is a transition predicate
that speciﬁes a necessary and/or sufﬁcient condition for an object to play roles of the speciﬁed role
class.
Methods defRoleRelshps and defObjectClass
deﬁne only the semantics related to object classes
and their role classes. Method addCombinations is
introduced to specify the semantics related to role
classes between each other. The parameter validCombs of addCombinations is a set of CombinationType structures (see Fig. 11(b)). Each
CombinationType structure speciﬁes the mode of
role possession (see Section 2.4.1); the source role
class; the compatible target role class; and ﬁnally
the predicate that speciﬁes a necessary and/or
sufﬁcient condition for an object, playing a role of
the source role class, to possess a role within the
target role class.
As an example, consider the two role relationships Student-3Person3’PhDStudent and examine how they are established by invoking the
generic semantics. Fig. 12 shows that classes
Person, Student, and PhDStudent are declared
as instances of ObjectRoleClass.
Fig. 13 deﬁnes the role relationships between
class Person and its roles classes Student and
PhDStudent. The argument of defRoleRelshps
(see the left-hand side of Fig. 13) speciﬁes the two
role
relationships
Student-3Person
and
PhDStudent-3Person: The ﬁrst structure of the
argument speciﬁes that: the role class related to
Person is Student; the cardinality for Person
regarding Student is (0,1), meaning that a person
can be at most one university student; for a person
to become a university student s/he must have
obtained the Bacalaureat diploma. Similarly, the

second element of the argument speciﬁes that: the
role class related to Person is PhDStudent; the
cardinality for Person is (0,2), meaning that a
person can follow at most two PhD programs in
parallel; the associated predicate is false, meaning
that a person cannot have its first role within
PhDStudent. In fact, to be a PhD student, a
person must play ﬁrst the university-student role.
On the right-hand side of Fig. 13, we deﬁne one
meaningful combination of roles by means of
method addCombinations. The argument of addCombinations speciﬁes that students can evolve
to PhD students according to the evolution mode;
and ﬁnally the associated predicate speciﬁes that a
student becomes a PhD student if the candidate
necessarily obtains the Master diploma with grade
greater than or equal to 16.
Note that method defObjectClass is not called
for a class that is the root of a role hierarchy (i.e., a
class without object class), like Person in the
example. Similarly, method defRoleRelshps is not
called for classes that are leaves of a role hierarchy
(i.e., a class without more role classes), like
Student and PhDStudent in the example.
Composition of role relationships: To deﬁne a
composition of roles, say R1 -3R2 -3O; both
methods defRoleRelshps and defObjectClass
must be invoked on class R2 ; as it is involved
both as an object class and as a role class. Class O;
the root of the hierarchy, only requires defRoleRelshps, while class R1 ; the leaf, only requires
defObjectClass.
Fig. 14 shows the corresponding method
invocations for deﬁning the composition of
roles ProjectManager-3Employee-3Person of
Fig. 3. The ﬁgure does not show classes Person,
Employee, and ProjectManager as instances of
the metaclass ObjectRoleClass.
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Fig. 12. Deﬁnition of classes Person, PhDStudent, and Student as instances of ObjectRoleClass.

Fig. 13. Deﬁnition of role relationships Student-3Person3’PhDStudent.

Fig. 14. Deﬁnition of role relationships ProjectManager-3Employee-3Person.
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Fig. 14(a) shows characteristics of the role
Employee-3Person: Person has only one role
class Employee; the cardinality of Person regarding Employee is (0,n), meaning that persons can
play several employee roles; to be an employee, a
person must necessarily have the legal age.
Method addCombinations is also applied to class
Person to specify the conditions for a person to
simultaneously play several employee roles: the
number of positions currently occupied by the
employee is less than 3 and the total salary does
not exceed $10.000.
Fig. 14(b) deﬁnes the characteristics of the role
ProjectManager-3Employee: Employee has
only one role class ProjectManager; the cardinality of Employee regarding ProjectManager is
(0,n) meaning that an employee can play more
than one project manager roles; to be a project
manager, an employee must have at least a
master’s degree in information systems.

5.2.3. Gaining and losing roles
Objects are created, without roles, by method
makeObject while roles are created by method
makeRole. Whereas objects can be freely created,
role creation generally requires some constraints to
be satisﬁed such as: only meaningful combinations
of roles are allowed, some roles cannot be created
independently, and the transition predicates must
be satisﬁed.
For example, Fig. 15 shows class Person and its
two role classes Student and PhDStudent. Person
John p is created as instance of Person ðJohn p :
¼ Person-makeObjectðÞÞ: Its two roles John s

Person
Student

PhDStudent
John_p

John_s

John_PhD

Fig. 15. Object and role creation.
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and John PhD are created later as instances of
Student and PhDStudent, respectively, using
method makeRole. The corresponding method
invocations are as follows:
*

*

John s :¼ Student-makeRoleðJohn pÞ
This call is performed when John becomes a
student. During this invocation, method makeRole checks whether Student is a role class of
John p’s class, i.e., Person, and whether the
predicate Person-getPredicateðStudentÞ (i.e.,
( dAdiplomas d:type ¼ ‘Bac’ according to
Fig. 13) is satisﬁed by the object John p. If all
these tests are successful, the role John s is
created as instance of Student.
John PhD :¼ PhDStudent-makeRole
ðJohn pÞ
This call is carried out when John becomes a
PhD student, while losing the previous student
role. During this invocation, method makeRole
checks whether PhDStudent is a role class
of John p’s class and performs PersongetCombinationsðÞ
that
returns
fðevolution;Student; PhDStudent; ðP; necessaryÞÞg
where
P ¼ ( dAdiplomas d:type ¼ ‘Master’
4d:gradeX16; meaning that only students
satisfying predicate P may become PhD students. The method then veriﬁes whether John p
has already a student role that satisﬁes P: If so,
role John PhD is created as instance of
PhDStudent. As the type of the combination
above is ‘‘evolution’’, role John s can be deleted
by Student-destroyðJohn sÞ:

Role connections are established between
John p and its two roles John s and John PhD
by means of methods addRole and setObject of
the instance-level semantics of roles given in
Fig. 17.
Fig. 16 shows a general algorithm of method
makeRole. For the sake of simplicity, we limit
ourselves only to the case of simple role relationships. The algorithm can easily be extended to
compositions of roles. Our example above corresponds to the case (1) of that algorithm. The
algorithm uses two methods existsAs and viewedAs that are deﬁned in Section 5.3.
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Fig. 16. Algorithm of method makeRole.

5.2.4. Querying a role hierarchy
Role relationships can be queried with the access
methods shown in the lower part of Fig. 10.
Methods getMinCardinality and getMaxCardinality give, respectively, the minimal and the
maximal cardinalities in the target class with
respect to its role class passed in the anOR Class
parameter.
Methods isObjectClassOf and isRoleClassOf
test whether the target class is a direct object (resp.,
role) class corresponding to the role (resp., object)
class denoted by the anOR Class parameter.
Similarly, getObjectClass and getRoleClasses
return the set of direct object (resp., role) classes
related to the target class. These methods query
only one level of the role relationship at a given
time.
Methods getCombinations and getPredicate
are provided to access information about meaningful combinations of role classes and the
transition predicate between either an object class
and a role class or between two role classes of a
given meaningful combination of roles.
The last method canEvolveTo tests whether the
target class is a role class from which roles can
evolve to the role class passed in the aR Class
parameter.

For example, the following queries can be
addressed to the roles Student-3Person3’
PhDStudent:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Person-getRoleClassesðÞ returns the role
classes related to Person (i.e., fStudent;
PhDStudentg);
Person-getPredicateðStudentÞ returns the
transition predicate that must be satisﬁed
by persons to become students (i.e.,
( dAdiplomas d:type ¼ ‘Bac’; according to
Fig. 13);
Person-getMinCardinalityðStudentÞ returns
0;
Person-isObjectClassOfðPhDStudentÞ
returns True;
Student-isRoleClassOfðPersonÞ
returns
True;
Person-getCombinationsðÞ returns [Student,
PhDStudent, [( dAdiplomas d:type ¼ ‘Master’
4d:gradeX16; necessary]];
Student-getPredicateðPhDStudentÞ returns
( dAdiplomas d:type ¼
‘Master’4d:gradeX16;
PhDStudent-canEvolveToðStudentÞ returns
False;
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*

Student-canEvolveToðPhDStudentÞ returns
True.

The following queries can be addressed to the
composition
ProjectManager-3Employee-3Person:
*

*

*

*

*

Person-getRoleClassesðÞ returns the direct
role class Employee;
Employee-getMaxCardinalityEmployeegetMaxCardinality(ProjectManager)returnsn;
Employee-isObjectClassOf
ðProjectManagerÞ returns True;
Person-isObjectClassOfðProjectManagerÞ
returns False, as the method only takes into
account the direct object class;
ProjectManager-isRoleClassOfðPersonÞ returns False, as the method only considers the
direct role class.

5.3. Instance-level semantics
This section describes the methods of ORClassInstInstType, whose interface is shown in Fig. 17.
Notice that methods for creating and suppressing roles links (i.e., addRole, setObject, removeRole, and removeObject) are only invoked in
the context of object/role creation and destruction
by methods of ORClass-InstType.

Fig. 17. Interface for ORClass-InstInstType.
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5.3.1. Establishing role connections
For role R1 -3O; a connection between an
object o, instance of O; and a role r1 ; instance of
R1 ; is established by inserting r1 into theRoles set
associated with o (i.e., o-addRoleðr1 )) and
assigning o to attribute theObject of r1 (i.e.,
r1 -setObjectðoÞÞ: A Boolean value is returned
by addRole to report success or failure.
Note that addRole and addObject only add
connection information. They are private methods, called by methods makeObject and makeRole of ORClass-InstType, during object/role
creation.
5.3.2. Deletion of role connections
To break a role connection between an object o
and role r1 ; r1 is removed from theRoles set
associated to o (i.e., o-removeRoleðr1 ÞÞ and
attribute theObject attribute associated to r1 is
set to null (i.e., r1 -removeObjectðoÞÞ: Like
addRole, removeRole returns a Boolean value to
indicate success or failure.
Again, these methods only delete the connections between instances. Methods removeObject
and removeRole are never invoked independently
of method destroy of ORClass-InstType, which
deletes objects/roles of application classes, since
roles must always be attached to an object.
5.3.3. Querying role connections
Role links between objects and roles can be
queried with methods getRoles, getObject, viewedAs, existsAs, and samePlayerAs described
next.
Method getRoles returns all the roles played by
an object o (the contents of theRoles attribute). If
o does not play any role, then the result is an
empty set.
Method getObject is applied to a role and
returns its associated object (i.e., the value of
attribute theObject).
Method viewedAs is applied to an object and
returns the role of that object in the context of the
role class given in the parameter aRoleClass.
It allows to view an object in a particular facet.
For example, method invocations John p
-viewedAsðStudentÞ and John p-viewedAs
ðPhDStudentÞ return, respectively, roles John s
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and John PhD. They allow thus to access the
object John p through two speciﬁc facets: John as
a student and John as a PhD student.
The functionality of method viewedAs is given
by the algorithm of Fig. 18. Note that method
viewedAs allows to retrieve the role of an object in
a composition of roles. For instance, referring to
Fig. 3, both calls John p-viewedAsðEmployeeÞ
and John p-viewedAsðProjectManagerÞ are allowed and return, respectively, John e and
John pm. Also, when the object o plays simultaneously several roles of R1 ; the method invocation
o-viewedAsðR1 ) will return all roles of R1
played simultaneously by o. As an example,
referring to Fig. 2(c), the call John pviewedAsðStudentÞ returns the set fJohn s1;
John s2g:
Method existsAs called in the algorithm of
Fig. 18 is applied to an object and tests whether
that object plays a role within the parameter
aRoleClass. For example, method invocations John p-existsAsðStudentÞ and John pexistsAsðPhDStudentÞ return True. A call
o-existsAsðR1 Þ also returns True if o plays a
role r1 within R1 and R1 is an indirect role class of
o’s class. For instance, referring to Fig. 3, the call
John p-existsAsðProjectManagerÞ returns True
as John p plays a role John pm within ProjectManager that is an indirect role class of the
John p’s class (i.e., Person). The algorithm of
method existsAs is very similar to that of method
viewedAs given in Fig. 18.
Finally method samePlayerAs tests whether the
target role and the role given in the parameter aRole

Fig. 18. Algorithm of method viewedAs.

are played by the same player object. For example,
all calls John s1-samePlayerAsðJohn s2Þ (Fig.
2(c)), John e-samePlayerAsðJohn s2Þ (Fig. 2(d)),
and John e-samePlayerAsðJohn pmÞ (Fig. 3)
return True. Method samePlayerAs can be deﬁned by means of method existsAs as shown in
Fig. 19.

5.3.4. Role inheritance
As mentioned in Section 4.2, to deal with
inheritance by delegation, VML provides a speciﬁc
NOMETHOD clause that must be speciﬁed in a
metaclass’ instance-instance type. We use such
mechanism for allowing inheritance by delegation
between roles and their associated objects.
Thus, the body of the method NOMETHOD is
speciﬁed in the instance-instance type of the
ObjectRoleClass metaclass (i.e., ORClass-InstInstType). It will trap an invocation of a method
in a role r (that can also be an object in a
composition of roles) that fails and delegates
recursively the request to the player of r (i.e.,
r-getObjectðÞ). Fig. 20 shows on its left-hand side
the code of method NOMETHOD. The code shows
that the message is delegated to the object playing
the invoked role denoted by the predeﬁned
variable SELF.
On the right-hand side of the ﬁgure we illustrate
the behavior of NOMETHOD by means of an
example referring to Fig. 2(b). In line (1) a new
object John p is created as instance of Person, and
in line (2) its phone is set to 304050. Line (3)
assigns this phone to the variable phone p through
an invocation of method getPhone deﬁned in class
Person. Line (4) creates John s1 as instance of
Student and it is made role of John p. Finally, in
line (5), the variable phone s1 gets assigned the
value 304050, obtained from its object John p.
The initial call fails, since method getPhone is not
available for class Student. However, upon this

Fig. 19. Algorithm of method samePlayerAs.
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Fig. 20. Implementation of role inheritance.

failure, the body of NOMETHOD will be executed
in the context of the object John s1. Thus, the
predeﬁned variable SELF will be the object
John s1; currentMeth will be substituted by
getPhone and arguments by the empty set (since
getPhone has no argument). Finally, as
John s1-getObjectðÞ is John p, the result in line
(5) is obtained by calling indirectly John pgetPhoneðÞ:
5.3.5. Implementation of predicate properties
We speciﬁed in Section 4.1 all the features
required from the target metaclass system for our
implementation of roles. VODAK provides all
these features excepted the support of predicate
properties. We discuss next how to cope with the
problem of implementing such predicates.
As already stated, transition predicates are
speciﬁed using a formal declarative language
similar to UML’s Object Constraint Language.
Thus, the problem of supporting transition predicates in our implementation of roles is similar to
the problem of supporting integrity constraints in
software development methods such as UML.
Depending on the target implementation system
two different approaches are possible.
Programming languages such as Eiffel [27] or
knowledge representation languages like Telos
[54] (supported by the ConceptBase system [56])
provide built-in support for declarative assertions.
In this case, a more or less direct implementation
of constraints or transition predicates is possible,
where the predicates expressed in the conceptual
constraint language must be translated into the
assertion language provided by the target system.
In [12] we used such approach for formalizing the
semantics of the materialization relationship in
Telos.
If the target implementation system does not
provide support for declarative assertions, then the
declarative transition predicates must be translated
into operational code by the user, possibly assisted

by a CASE tool. Each transition predicate will be
implemented by a Boolean method attached to the
source class for testing whether or not the
predicate is veriﬁed. Such Boolean methods are
called when an object gains or looses a role.
The formal language used for expressing such
predicates was designed for ensuring an easy
translation into current object-oriented languages.
The path expressions with the dot notation used
for accessing monovalued attributes and methods
as well as for traversing role, relationship, generalization links, and complex attribute structures are
directly supported by current object languages.
The quantiﬁers (( and 8), operators (A; D; etc.),
and aggregation functions (count, avg, etc.) used
for handling multivalued attributes, roles, and
relationships need to be translated into loop
structures. However, their translation is straightforward.
5.4. Other implementations of roles
Existing work implementing roles can be
roughly grouped in two categories. The ﬁrst one
implements roles by extending existing languages
and systems using the available basic constructs
(e.g., [1,33,8,22,45]). The second category starts
from scratch by building suitable languages
to support roles. This category includes
[36,35,3,7,6,57,5,29]. As our approach follows the
ﬁrst category, we describe next related implementations in this category.
An implementation of roles in Smalltalk using
its implicit metaclass concept is reported in [1].
Roles are introduced by adding a few classes
without modifying the semantics of Smalltalk.
However, because of the implicit status of the
Smalltalk metaclasses, this implementation does
not clearly distinguish the structure of applications
classes involved in role relationships from the
structure representing the semantics of roles.
Consequently, it is difﬁcult to establish whether
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or not this implementation can be reused in other
metaclass-based languages and/or systems not
based on Smalltalk. Our implementation avoids
including the semantics of the role relationship
into application classes by deﬁning the semantics
of roles in a single metaclass.
The notion of qualified role is introduced in [1]
to deal with role classes that may have several
instances (roles) played simultaneously by an
object. Each qualiﬁed role has one special attribute, the qualifier, according to which roles are
created. For instance, according to [1], the role
class Student of Fig. 2(c) is a qualiﬁed role whose
qualiﬁer is university. Roles John s1 and John s2
correspond to university ¼ UCL and university ¼
ULB; respectively. Qualiﬁed roles allow to distinguish among roles played simultaneously but they
require additional methods to manage them. Our
approach does not use an explicit qualiﬁer as in [1]
and thus, ‘normal’ and qualiﬁed role classes are
treated uniformly.
In [33] is given an implementation of their role
model in Smalltalk and in BETA. The Smalltalk
implementation uses reﬂective constructs and
metaclasses while an extension of the BETA
compiler was needed since the language does not
have reﬂexive capabilities. However, the BETA
implementation has an important drawback from
a conceptual perspective: roles may specialize
other roles as well as ordinary object classes. In
the Smalltalk implementation a Role metaclass is
deﬁned ensuring the class-based semantics of roles
(e.g., for making accessible to the role instance the
properties of the object instance through delegation), while the instance-based semantics is deﬁned
modifying the Object metaclass (e.g., for binding
role instances to class instances). Our implementation uses the same metaclass for implementing
both the class and the instance semantics. The
article also discusses implementation issues in both
programming languages with respect to referencing roles, binding and unbinding roles, and the
dynamic behavior of roles.
An implementation of roles into MOSES with
parameterizable classes (i.e., genericity) is reported
in [8]. Two classes, Role Model[R] and Role[M],
represent the semantics of roles. Application
classes reuse these deﬁnitions by inheritance, while

specifying generic parameters. For example, to
implement Student-3Person; Person is declared
as a subclass of Role Model[Student] and Student
as a subclass of Role[Person].
Genericity allows a high degree of reusability
since only two speciﬁcations, i.e., Role Model[R]
and Role[M], are used for all realizations of the
role relationship. The genericity approach has,
however, at least one limitation. Methods deﬁned
in Role Model[R] and Role[M] can be only applied
to objects and roles at the instance level. Genericity does not provide facilities to manage data or
answer questions relevant to the class level such as
‘‘what are all role classes of class Person ?’’, ‘‘what
is the object class of role class Student ?’’, ‘‘what is
the cardinality of Person in its link to its role class
Employee?’’, and so on. To address those requirements, classes must be treated as objects, which is
possible only in systems and languages supporting
metaclasses.
A prototype based on C++ implementing a
framework for object migration is described in
[22]. The semantics of the object migration model
is concentrated in a hierarchy of abstract classes
connected by generalization links. Those abstract
classes deﬁne a set of abstract (virtual) methods,
modeling a common behavior for application
classes involved in role hierarchies. Virtual methods are meant to be speciﬁed later by application
classes that reuse abstract classes by subclassing.
Again, the problem with this approach is that
specializations of virtual methods can be only
applied to objects, not to classes. A provision for
migration control speciﬁcation is introduced in
[22], but without addressing its implementation.

6. Conclusion
This paper has ﬁrst presented a generic model
for roles that takes advantages from existing
models and adds new features. The model enjoys
the following characteristics:
*

the ability for an object to change its classiﬁcation, while remaining or ceasing to be an
instance of its original class;
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*

*

*

*

*

*

class-based inheritance (via generalization) and
instance-based inheritance (via delegation);
the ability for an object to play more than one
role within the same class;
the ability for an object to play a role within any
role class, in so far as it is declared a priori as a
valid destination of the evolving object;
the coexistence of two identiﬁers, oid for players
and rid for their roles;
the ability to view a multi-faceted object in a
particular perspective;
the possibility for roles themselves to play other
roles.

In addition, two concepts were introduced:
meaningful combinations of role classes to model
the legal combinations of roles for an object and
transition predicates to specify when objects may
or must evolve by gaining and/or losing roles. We
have also studied the interaction between the role
relationship and specialization/generalization and
clariﬁed their similarities and differences, often
confused.
The paper proceeds by analyzing the introduction of the role relationship in the overall software
development lifecycle, from analysis through design to implementation. Software development
methods such as OORAM and Catalysis incorporates the role concept as an important abstraction
mechanism. The implementation of the role
relationship in classical programming languages
such as Java and C++ using patterns is also
surveyed. However such implementations cannot
capture all the semantics aspects of the role
relationship.
The paper then proposed a metaclass implementation for roles in order to make them
available in object languages and systems for
designing applications involving evolving objects.
Our implementation relies upon a target system
supposed to provide the following facilities: an
object model with objects and classes, classiﬁcation and generalization, a generic-object type as
place holder for classes to be instantiated in
applications, the ability to attach predicates as
ordinary properties of classes, and a metaclass
concept, which plays a key role in the implementation. To implement the role relationship with a
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metaclass, we also assume the possibility of
deﬁning two abstract data types in the metaclass:
an instance type, for the structure and behavior of
application classes involved in the relationship,
and an instance-instance type, for the instances of
these classes.
Our implementation is illustrated along the lines
of the VODAK modeling language. VODAK is
the closest to the ideal target system above,
although it does not support predicate properties.
A metaclass ObjectRoleClass was built as a
template to capture the semantics of roles at both
the class level and the instance level. The
implementation is made simpler and more general,
concentrating on essential mechanisms linked to a
generic version of roles.
At the class level, the metaclass provides classes
with the means for deﬁning and querying the role
links between them; it also allows them to create
and delete their instances according to the
semantics of roles. At the instance level, ObjectRoleClass provides the instances of its instances
with structure and methods for establishing,
deleting, and querying the role links between
them. Furthermore, the metaclass provides for
implementing value propagation between objects
and their roles.
The main advantage of our implementation is
that the metaclass approach avoids including the
semantics of the relationship into the code of
application classes, which would alter their original purpose. Also, code is not replicated every time
a role is deﬁned between application classes;
instead the code is written once and for all, and
reused through instantiations of the metaclass.
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